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Awek really sound great and play what I like...real blues. 

Hope to see you again.

Sugar ray Norcia

Awek is the real deal. There is nobody bettering France to represent this music." 

Crossroads n˚38

Just from the first note on I really enjoyed what I heard. This is nothing but a pure fun record, 

full of original energy and style. You guys have definitely learned your lessons well. I like your 

songwriting, I like the cool swing in your blues. I am also very impressed by your personal vocal style. 

You sound very real, man. And you're playing a mean guitar. The ryhthm section is tight and right 

there on the spot. Finally Stephane. He's a talented player with a great tone and technique. I'm sure

he will develop his own significant style.

Detlev Hogen Crosscut records (Germany)

 The group's smooth synthesis of classic Texas guitar courtesy of Bernard Sellam, and Delta-influenced 

Chicago harp, courtesy of Stephane Bertolino, remains one of the most successful sounds of the blues. . . ." -

Soul Bag

Stephen Bertolino is a true master of the blues harmonica but in the end, his virtuosity 

on the instrument takes a back seat to his real intention… delivering his blues unvarnished…

straight to your heart. 

Blues Mag n˚39

Awek's places near the top of the list of the finest living blues Band. Bernard Sellam Upward-bound voice is of

a genuinely handsome quality and he uses it with confidence." 

Blues Again

A blues paradise, a delicious melt of roots soul and Chicago blues.

Every song a delighted BCR 

"If you think genuine Blues music is not being created today, just take a listen to Awek"

Crossroads










